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META E-commerce Pack

Title: 
META Ultimate Extensions

Brief Description:
META Ultimate Extensions is the perfect pack of 
accessories to extend the workspace of your 
tattoo workstation. Put latex gloves close to you, 
give stability to your cups (used to dilute tattoo 
ink) and keep your gadgets safe.  

This pack includes: 
> META Gloves extension;
> META Cups Extension;
> META Back Shelf;

All the side accessories you need to extend your 
space and perform beyond your boundaries. 

Important info:
You can choose in which side do you want you 
META Gloves Extension & META Cups Extension.

Long Description:
META Ultimate Extensions extends the space of 
your tattoo workstation. It includes:
> META Gloves extension;
> META Cups Extension;
> META Back Shelf;

META Gloves Extension keeps latex gloves near 
you and provides more space to other tattoo 
equipment.

META Cups Extension gives the stability you 
need without concerns and more extra space for 
other tattoo supplies.

META Back Shelf is key to keep your gadgets or 
other tools close but out of danger while you 
tattoo.

These are the side accessories you need to 
extend your space and perform beyond your 
boundaries.

Important info:
You can choose in which side do you want you 
META Gloves Extension & META Cups Extension.
_

Bearing in mind that every tattoo artist have 
specific needs, META workstation was built 
around the idea of total customization.
A set of di�erent accessories extend its 
functionalities and open up the possibility for 
more to come, just for you.

META Accessories will make your tattoo 
workstation even better.

> Weight: 7,945 kg 
> Dimensions (length x width x height):
1 x 465 x 139 x 77 mm 
1 x 465 x 137 x 77 mm
594 x 116 x 268 mm  
> Material: Steel DC01
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